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Office Tools Portable Crack+ Download

- Calculate basic math operations
like add, subtract, multiply and
divide - Use the temperature
converter to convert from one unit
to another - Download and upload
items with ease - Create simple
notes in a word editor and find your
desired URL on the Internet If you
like this portable application, why
don't you please give it a "thumbs
up" and leave us a comment about
your experience with it! Also,
please, let us know what you think
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by sending us an email at: [email
protected] Follow us on Facebook:
Follow us on Google+: Follow us on
Twitter: Follow us on Pinterest: For
questions, suggestions and reviews
please contact us and we will
respond within 2 business days.
Office Tools Portable is a handy
application that is designed to help
you do multiple activities at the
same time. The application comes
stacked with a few practical
elements to save your time by doing
something more important. So, let's
have a quick look at its features:
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Calculator: The calculator only lets
you do basic operations like add,
subtract, multiply and divide. The
answer is written below the fields
where the numbers have been
inputted. The result can be easily
copied and used in another
document. Unit Converter: The unit
converter gives you the option to
choose from temperature, length
(centimeters, meters, feet) and
weight (e.g. pound, kilogram,
ounce) and transform a value
between them. It works both for
English and French language. The
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answer can be copied as well.
Download and Upload: This tool
enables you to download and upload
a file by just pasting its URL into
the provided field. All you have to
do is preview the file and click the
download button if everything looks
fine. The progress bar shows the
URL being processed as well as the
time left for completion. Word
Editor: The word editor only lets
you create notes using its built-in
word editor comes with undo and
redo functions to fix mistakes,
copy, cut and paste, as well as text
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font and color and URL
recognition. However, a few buttons
would've been a good addition to
make it easier to use. Search: This
tool allows you to surf your favorite
web

Office Tools Portable (LifeTime) Activation Code

Office Tools Portable Full Crack is
a handy addition to the Windows
PC toolbox. It comes with enough
features to simplify common
operations such as calculation,
conversion, URL download, upload
and more. Features: Calculator -
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Calculate single and multiple
mathematical operations -
Calculation of square, cube, 4th
Power, %, &, and - Calculate as a
fraction. - Calculate and show sign
of a number, 1 to 8 - New function:
square, cube, 4th power - Calculate
a calculation using numbers greater
than 1,000 - Calculate and show a
factor of a number - Calculate and
show an exponent of a number -
Calculate the factorial of a number -
Operations are easily copied and
used in another document Unit
Converter - Set units of Celsius,
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Fahrenheit, Gram, Kilogram, Ounce
and Feet to 100 - Copy the selected
value to the clipboard - Paste a URL
to the clipboard from any website,
and the program will automatically
detect the address - Paste a URL
from the clipboard to any website,
and the program will automatically
select the text and it will be
transformed to the corresponding
site address - Converts the units of
any number Downloads: -
Download a URL - Downloads the
address from a URL - Download a
file Upload: - Upload a file or URL
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to a web server - Upload a file from
the clipboard or URL from a
website - Upload a file or URL to
the clipboard - Upload a file from
the clipboard or a URL from a
website - Upload a file from a FTP
server Math Equation Writer: -
Add, Multiply, Subtract, Divide or
CRT - Display in the specified part
of the box - Auto solve for the
equation Gram - Shorten the length
of currency symbols - Compress the
characters of the symbol to convert
their size - Convert the symbol to
the currency code of other country
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% - Compute the percentage of any
number - Compute the percentage
of any number - Compute the
decimal percentage of a number
Unit Conversion (1-2) - Convert the
units of any number or currency -
Convert the units of any number or
currency - Convert the units of an
amount in pounds, ounces, feet and
yards - Convert the units of a cost in
pence, shillings 6a5afdab4c
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Office Tools Portable Crack

Office Tools Portable is a handy
application that features a
calculator, temperature converter,
URL downloader and uploader,
along with a simple word editor and
search function. Thanks to its
portability, it can be copied on an
external drive and run on any PC.
Category: Finance Copyright :
Riposte Multimedia SRL License:
Freeware Size : 502K 3.87 MB
2015-02-15 AstaDiary AstaDiary
Publisher's Description AstaDiary is
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all-in-one solution for personal daily
journaling, making this software
complete diary suite. All the major
functions are offered within a
simple and convenient interface
including Calendar, Task List,
Address Book, and Notes. Being the
only appointment scheduler which
is able to get appointments from
your email and e-calendar
simultaneously with the
appointment data. AstaDiary is
designed to be the ultimate diary
program for Windows Live Mail
users who want to manage
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appointments, tasks, contacts, and
logbook with ease. AstaDiary
features: • Switch Calendar and
Task List views easily. • Create
unique tasks with other calendar
events. • Password protect the
journal and data. • Display
appointments in the calendar. • Add
email reminders to your tasks. •
Organize contacts in the address
book. • Copy selected email
messages to the journal. • Export
the journal and task list to Outlook
or Office 365. • Print appointments,
tasks, contacts, logbook. • Generate
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graphic calendars and reminder
charts. • Import and export vCards.
• Intelligent app-based editor. • Run
on all Windows platforms.
Category: Finance Copyright :
AstaSoft License: Freeware Size :
2076K 12.41 MB 2014-03-25
Blackboard Blackboard Publisher's
Description Blackboard is a
powerful and feature-rich
educational tool. It can convert the
Windows clipboard contents to a
rich, multimedia content and
displays to the screen. Blackboard is
so easy to handle and use. It
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supports a variety of windows and
multimedia formats such as H.264,
Quicktime, Windows Media Player,
MPEG-4, MKV, and XviD. It
supports multiple languages such as
English, French, and so on. And it is
a multifunctional tool, which can be
used as a desktop publishing

What's New in the Office Tools Portable?

Word: A text editing app that lets
you write messages, compose
documents and view photos.
PowerPoint: An app that allows you
to create presentations with images
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and interactive animations. Excel: A
spreadsheet app that lets you
perform accounting, and analyze
data, and even creates graphs.
Access: A database and records
management app that can help you
store and organize documents and
spreadsheets, and share them with
others. eDrawing: An app that lets
you draw charts and diagrams.
-------------------------- Office Tools
Portable is a feature-packed
software package that comes with a
few practical utilities to help you
save time with which you can do
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something more important. It
features a basic calculator,
temperature converter, URL
downloader and uploader, along
with a simple word editor and
search function. Thanks to its
portability, it can be copied on an
external drive and run on any PC.
Just extract the content to a safe
location and start using it. Another
handy tool is the unit converter that
gives you the option to choose from
temperature, length (centimeters,
meters, feet) and weight (e.g.
pound, kilogram, ounce) and
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transform a value between them.
The answer can be copied as well.
Download and upload items with
ease and look up websites What's
more, you can download and upload
a file by just pasting its URL into
the provided field while the
progress is shown through a bar at
the bottom of the panel. Plus, the
app enables you to compose simple
notes using the built-in word editor
comes with undo and redo functions
to fix mistakes, copy, cut and paste,
as well as text font and color and
URL recognition. The search option
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lets you surf your favorite webpages
at a good speed, read the news and
send messages. However, it
would've have been a good addition,
if the program provided a few
navigational buttons to ease the
search. In conclusion The bottom
line is that Office Tools Portable is
a useful and user-friendly
application that comes in handy for
those who need some basic tools to
help them do simple calculations,
convert to few measurement units
for projects or assignments, as well
as quickly create notes and browse
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the Internet. Key features: • Simple
calculator, • Temperature converter,
• URL downloader and uploader, •
Simple word editor and search
function. Features You can
download the latest version of
Office Tools Portable for Windows
directly by clicking the download
button below. We provide the
official
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System Requirements:

You will need a 16x monitor
resolution. You will need a
keyboard and mouse. The game will
run in full screen on Windows 10.
You need 2GB RAM to run the
game smoothly. Your graphic card
should be able to handle the game
with high settings. You can use this
guide for more information about
setting up the game. Part 1 -
Windows 10 You will need to
download the game files from the
link at the end of this guide. You
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need to install Steam on your PC.
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